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Lesson 1

Before You Read

Work in pairs or small groups. Draw from your own experience to answer the following questions. 

1.  Have you ever joined a package tour, or booked tickets/accommodations through a travel 

agent? What services does a travel agent usually provide? 

 These are some of the services you can get from a travel agency:

  
• booking airplane tickets • booking accommodation • general travel information

2.  In fact, a travel agency can offer you more services than those listed above. Can you think of 

other services provided by a travel agency? 

Careers In The 
Tourism Industry
•			In	This	Lesson	You	Will	Learn	About	Various	
Careers	In	The	Travel	Industry	And	Gain	
Knowledge	About	Ticket	Reservations.
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Do you love traveling? Have you experienced any memorable trips that you will never forget? 

What is the one trip that is the most special to you? What beautiful scenes, exotic foods, friendly 

people, or wonderful services have you experienced? Some people are inspired by their own travel 

experiences to make a career in travel and tourism. This article introduces some careers in major 

tourism sectors.

Reading

Careers in the Tourism Industry

People travel for recreational, leisure, or business purposes. As geographical boundaries 

diminish due to advances in transportation, traveling is becoming part of our modern 

lifestyle in the 21st century. According to the United Nations World Tourism Organization 

(UNWTO), the world wide tourism industry created 6.6 trillion US dollars of output value 

in 2010. This revenue forms about 11.6% of the global gross domestic product (GDP). The 

Taiwanese tourism industry has also been experiencing significant growth in the past decade. 

A recent World Economic Forum survey ranked Taiwan fourth in tourism competitiveness in 

Asia. In 2006, about 3.52 million inbound tourists visited Taiwan and tourism revenue created 

4.52% of Taiwan’s GDP in 2009. Although Taiwan is famous for its unique natural and 

cultural resources, the essential key to a successful tourism industry lies in the supreme quality 

of service in the sector.  

If you like traveling, and would like to make a career of it, check out the following major 
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areas that provide job opportunities. There are people like travel agents that you may come 

across when you book a holiday and there are also invisible people like “wholesalers” who 

work behind the scenes putting the holiday packages together. Overall, people working in 

these areas transport travelers to new places, assist with accommodations and food, help with 

sightseeing, communicate needs, and organize events.  

A travel agent provides travel information and makes travel arrangements for all types of 

transportation, accommodations and tours.

A visitor information provider looks after the travel and tourism of a geographic region or 

area. For example, clerks working at a regional visitor information center provide tourism 

knowledge to walk-in visitors with various needs.

A transport organizer provides services to help customers travel, arranging connections for 

planes, trains, automobiles, buses, boats and cruise ships.

A wholesaler sources products, negotiates rates, and creates packages for the travel agent to 

sell.

A tour operator leads tours to cities, landmarks and other tourist attractions.

A cruise organizer packages holidays for different types of cruise vessels—from luxury world 

voyages to small eco-cruises in remote areas.

An event manager prepares and organizes events on behalf of customers, including fairs, 

product launches, presentations, ceremonies, conferences and workshops.

A tourism service representative represents all the sectors above, ranging from technology 

providers and recruitment suppliers to publishers who print travel brochures and other 

promotional literature. 

The jobs in these sectors require professional education and practical training. However, some 

jobs recognize prior experience or skills gained in other industries, for example, customer 

service, accounting, IT, foreign languages, extensive travel experience, or in-depth knowledge 

of one region of the world. Most importantly, you must have a passion for and commitment to 

helping travelers get the most out of their journeys.
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2.  If you were a tour operator in Taiwan, which scenic spots would you promote to inbound 

tourists? Explain your reasons.

3.  Here are the top ten scenic spots selected by inbound visitors to Taiwan in 2006 according to a 

survey conducted by the Tourism Bureau, MOTC. Can you guess the ranking of these places by 

tourists from abroad? Explain your reasons. 

 

 Kenting National Park     Alishan     Jioufen     Taroko, Tienhsiang

 Sun Moon Lake     Wulai     Taipei 101     Yehliu

 Tamshui     National Palace Museum

4.  List a few attractive activities that inbound visitors to Taiwan may like. Explain your choices. 

5.  What professional people in the travel industry may be involved in organizing an overseas 

package tour?

Vocabulary Comprehension

ESP Vocabulary 

This vocabulary is commonly used in the field of tourism and hospitality.

brochure n a small booklet or pamphlet (often just a piece of letter-size paper 
folded in thirds) containing details and pictures of goods or services 
that you can buy

After You Read 
Scan through the reading and answer the following questions. 

1. Match these careers with the tourism industry areas mentioned in the reading. 

 a. conference organizer

 b. car rental reservation clerk

 c. reservation agent

 d. inbound travel consultant

 e. tour guide

 f. visitor center receptionist

 g. camp operator

h. cruise marketing representative

i. guidebook publisher

j. airline ticketing representative

k. mountain guide

l. event planner

m. author and photographer of nature and wildlife

n. government clerk at a tourism bureau
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commitment n a promise to do something

inbound tourist n non-residents traveling toward a country

recruitment n the process of finding people to join a company or organization

sightseeing n the activity of traveling around a place to see interesting things

vessel n a large boat or ship

General Vocabulary 

This vocabulary is used for general purposes. 

accommodations n room and board; lodgings

revenue n income from business activities or taxes

sector n a part of a country’s economic or business activity

wholesale n relating to the business of selling large quantities of goods, 
especially to people who are going to sell them in a shop 

Exercise 

Fill in the blanks with the words from the box. Make changes if necessary. Some of the words 

are not used. 

revenue     wholesale     accommodations     brochure     inbound

sightseeing     commitment     recruitment

1.  The increasing number of _____________ tourists to Taiwan is an important indicator of 

Taiwan’s growth in the tourism industry.

2.  Visitors from overseas to Taipei can take a look at the self-guided tour _____________ 

provided by the Tourism Bureau of the ROC. The electronic version of the guide can be 

downloaded from the official website. 

3.  The university offers on-campus __________ for all first-year students. There are also a 

wide variety of residences off campus. 

4.  The Council of Labor Affairs will adjust the foreign labor _____________ policy to adapt 

to different service sector needs.

5.  A newly launched tourist bus service offers foreign travelers another way to experience 
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Taiwan through a customized itinerary. This new plan is expected to generate $1 billion NT 

in _____________. 

Tasks 

I    ESP Focus: Flight ticket 

To save typing time and printing space, airplane tickets use codes and abbreviations to identify 

the details of the journey. As a travel agent, understanding the meaning of what is written on a 

ticket is essential. 

Take a look at the electronic ticket below. Here are five steps to help you locate the information 

you need on a flight ticket.

1.  Passenger name: this should be double-checked. It has to be exactly the same as the one 

printed on the passport.

2.  Booking reference: this is also known as the confirmation number or reservation number. It 

consists of a 6 digit alphanumeric code. It is a unique code assigned to a reservation to help 

locate information.

3.  Flight information: from departure date, time, city, airline, and flight number to arrival 

date, and time, all can be located in this section. Booking class, fare basis, and status of 

reservations are also shown here. Some special codes may be used to refer to different 

booking classes (also known as travel classes) and to the fare basis. Most airlines have three 

major classes: First Class, Business Class, and Economy Class.

4.  Endorsements/Restrictions: this is a record of some limitations of this ticket. For example, 

the passenger may not get a refund even if the ticket is unused. In some other cases, 

changing the destination or travel date may not be allowed, or may cost money. 

5.  Fare: this is the amount of money paid for the flight ticket. Pay attention to the note 

regarding insurance, fuel surcharge, or airport tax; these may or may not be included in the 

price of the flight ticket.
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Ms. Lee’s electronic ticket 

A boarding pass is a document provided by the airline to the passenger after the passenger 

checks in. This document shows that the passenger has completed the check-in procedure and 

can board the aircraft. It is a record of the passenger’s name, flight info, boarding gate, and seat 

assignment. 

a

b

c

d

e
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Boarding pass

Booking classes

The following codes are used on airline tickets to identify the class of service and the associated 

fare structure:

First Class Examples: A, F

Business Class Examples: C, D, J

Economy Class Examples: H, K, L, M, O, N, S, V, Q, Y & others

Ticketing abbreviations

Ticketing abbreviations appear on the ticket to indicate the routes, traveling details, and 

specific conditions or restrictions of the ticket issued. Here are some common abbreviations.

Ticketing Abbreviation Meaning/Explanation

NONREF or Non-refundable No refund value

NONRERTE or Non-reroutable No changing of destinations

Not Transferable The ticket cannot be transferred to a different passenger

OW One way

Cancellation Penalties involved if you cancel your ticket

Carrier The airline you are traveling on

CHG Penalties involved if you change your ticket

Class Letter used to book your flight reservation

Open-dated No return date set

Surcharges Extra costs involved

DEP Departure

ARR Arrival

JAPAN AIRLINES

NAME

FORM

TO

FLIGHT

BOARDING TIME

ECONOMY CLASS
BOARDING PASS

GATE SEAT

DATE DEPARTURE TIME

LEE/WANYU

KAOHSIUNG

JL812

08:0515 35A

27AUG 0825

TOKYO/NARITA
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Exercise 

Group work

Form a small group. Study the itinerary of Mr. Tsai Peiwei and answer the following questions 

about Mr. Tsai’s trip. 

1. Is this a one-way or a round-trip ticket?

2. What airlines will be used for Mr. Tsai’s trip?

3. What airports will be used for Mr. Tsai’s trip?

4. When does the outbound trip begin and end? When does the inbound trip begin and end?

5. What class will Mr. Tsai fly for each segment of his trip?

6.  As an agent, what other things will you remind Mr. Tsai to think about when planning his trip?

7. How much is the total fare?

8. What are some restrictions that apply to this ticket?

9.  As a travel agent, what other things will you remind Mr. Tsai to remember when using this 

ticket?

PNR REFERENCE:NHEGJK(ABACUS)

              H5KX1(KA-DRAGONAIR-HKG)

              ZS8EC3(LH-LUFTHANSA)

PASSENGERS : 01.TSAI/PEIWEI  

   

DATE  TIME    FLIGHT     CLASS                 OTHER INFORMATION

DRAGONAIR-HKG (KA 451)    ECONOMY(Q)/   CONFIRMED/NON-STOP

14JUL 0800           DEP:KAOHSIUNG KAOHSIUNG INTL 01HR 30MIN/BREAKFAST

(WED) 0930         ARR:HONG KONG HONG KONG INTL AIRBUS 330

  

LUFTHANSA(LH 739)        ECONOMY(W)/   CONFIRMED/TERMINAL 1

14JUL 1255          DEP:HONG KONG HONG KONG INTL   11HR 50MIN/NON-STOP

(WED) 1845  ARR:FRANKFURT FRANKFURT INTL   BOEING 747-400/MEALS
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LUFTHANSA(LH 738)        ECONOMY(W)/ CONFIRMED  /TERMINAL 1

04AUG 1755         DEP:FRANKFURT FRANKFURT INTL 10HR 50MIN/NON-STOP

(FRI) 1045            ARR:HONG KONG HONG KONG INTL BOEING 747-400/MEALS

05AUG/

  

DRAGONAIR-HKG(KA 436)      ECONOMY(Q)/ CONFIRMED  /TERMINAL 1

05AUG 1240         DEP:HONG KONG HONG KONG INTL 01HR 30MIN/NON-STOP

(SAT) 1410           ARR:KAOHSIUNG KAOHSIUNG INTL AIRBUS 330/LUNCH

 

Your fare details:

Fare Calculation:     

Fare:                                             TWD 33600

Taxes, Fees, Charges: TWD 2600YQAC TWD 5800YRVA TWD4200TWAE                                                  

Total:                                            TWD 46200

Your payment details:

Form of payment:  VIXXXXXXXXXXXX7689                        

Endorsements/Restrictions: RESTR/NONREF/CHG TWD4000

Validating data:

Issued by:  Deutsche Lufthansa Airlines, Taipei

Date of issue:    01JUL2010

Place of issue:   TPILH0100

Issuing agency:   31490082

II    Writing Practice: Filling out the customs declaration form 

Travelers often need to fill in different forms when entering a foreign country. For example, 

inbound visitors need to fill in a customs declaration form at the border. This form is usually 

written in the official language of the local country, and in a few international languages, such 

as English, Spanish, or French. Some travel agents may provide this form to their customers 

and instruct them how to fill out the form before the trip to save time and avoid language 

problems. For group travelers, the tour guide usually helps the group members fill in the 

form at the border. Therefore, it is particularly important for service providers in the tourism 

industry to be knowledgeable about such forms to help their customers avoid unnecessary 

delays or problems during the trip.
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What is a customs declaration form?

This is a simple form that identifies who the tourists are, where they live, and whether or 

not they have made any purchases to be declared. Many nations set limits on the amount 

of tobacco, liquor, cash or even electronic devices that may be carried into the country by 

an inbound visitor. Taxes may be charged on any excess items, so it is important to both 

understand the limits and to fill in the form correctly. 

Tips for filling out the customs declaration form

1. Write the information with a blue or black pen using CAPITALS.

2.  Make sure to copy personal information and other data correctly from the official travel 

documents, like your passport and boarding pass.

3.  Be careful with the details of the items to be declared, such as the quantity, model, price and 

country of origin.

4.  Be honest with the declaration; otherwise the items may be confiscated. In a serious case, you 

may be arrested for violating local laws.

5.  Be aware that controlled items, such as narcotics, explosives, live plants and often some food 

products are prohibited in all countries.

6.  Be sure to sign your name and write the date at the end of the form.

7.  There may be some slight differences among countries, so it is important to read the 

regulations carefully if you have any doubts about something that you want to carry across a 

border.
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Fill in the information on the US customs declaration.
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Notes:

Any passenger and their family members traveling together cannot carry into the United States $10,000 US or 

more in cash or equivalent foreign currency.

For a US resident and their family members traveling together, it is necessary to write the total value of all goods 

(including commercial merchandise) purchased or acquired abroad (including gifts, but not items mailed to the 

United States) to be brought into the United States.

Each foreign visitor (i.e., non-US residents) is normally entitled to an exemption of $100 for goods that will be 

brought into the United States and remain there, e.g., as gifts.

Exercise 

Individual work

This is Ms. Tsai Pei-Tien’s passport and boarding pass. Use the information to fill in the US 

customs declaration form for Ms. Tsai.

PASSPORT REPUBLIC OF CHINA

TYPE             CODE      Passport No.
P                      TWN        963258741
Name (Surname, Given names) 
TSAI, PEI-TIEN
Nationality Personal Id No. 
REPUBLIC OF CHINA F256984111
Sex Date of Birth 
F 18 MAR 1982
Date of Issue Place of Birth
05 JUL 2006 TAIWAN
Date of Expiry
05 JUL 2016
Authority
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

  P<TWNTSAI<<PEI<TIEN<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
  963258741TWN8203187F160705F256984111<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<60
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III    Speaking Practice: Reserving a transportation ticket

Transportation ticket agents are the front-line service providers in the tourism industry. 

Travelers rely on such agents to reserve tickets for their trips by airplane, train, bus, ship, and 

automobile. 

Most transportation ticket agents work for airlines in reservation call centers, answering 

telephone or e-mail inquiries and offering travel arrangement suggestions and information 

on matters such as routes, schedules, fares, and types of accommodation. They also change, 

confirm, or cancel transportation reservations.

A transportation ticket agent is familiar with the ticket reservation process. Nowadays ticket 

agents usually use computers to check availability and make reservations.

Steps for reserving an airplane ticket

1. Check the departure date and time.

2. Check the name of the passenger, and confirm the type and class of ticket desired.

3. Choose the airline.

4. Check the availability of the seat.

5. Check the status of the seat.

6. Check the price and taxes.

7. Reserve the ticket.

8. Check the data once more.

9. Provide a reference number for the passenger.
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Dialog: Making a reservation

Mr. Kevin Yang plans to go to Japan on a business trip. Linda, the Japan Air Lines ticket agent, 

is helping Mr. Yang make a reservation.

Linda Japan Airlines. This is Linda Huang. May I help you?

Kevin Hi, my name is Kevin Yang. I would like to book a ticket from Taipei to Japan.

Linda Sure, Mr. Yang, to Tokyo?

Kevin No, To Nagoya.

Linda OK, Taipei to Nagoya. Round trip, or single trip?

Kevin Round trip, please.

Linda OK, on which day would you like to depart?

Kevin November 18, and I want to stay for about one week.

Linda Got it, so you will leave on the 18th of November and return on the 25th.

Kevin That’s right.

Linda How many people will travel with you?

Kevin Just myself.

Linda  Let me check. OK, there is a non-stop flight from Taipei to Nagoya, Chubu on the 
18th. It departs at 17:25 and arrives at Nagoya at 20:50.

Kevin  That’s almost 9 o’clock at night. That’s a bit too late for my business partner in 
Japan to pick me up. Are there any earlier flights on that day?

Linda  I see. There are two more flights, but you will have to change at Tokyo. Does that 
matter?

Kevin  I see. Changing is fine for me. Is it possible to get there in the afternoon?

Linda  In that case, how about the 10 o’clock flight in the morning from Taipei, then get 
the connecting flight at 15:35 at Tokyo Narita Airport, and arrive at Nagoya at 16:55.  

Kevin That sounds good.

Linda How about the return flight? Do you have any preferred time?

Kevin Not really, but a non-stop flight would be good.

Linda  Yes, there is a non-stop flight at 10 o’clock in the morning and you will arrive in 
Taipei at 12:20.

Kevin That’s great.  

Linda OK, how do you spell your name?

Kevin Kevin Yang, K-E-V-I-N and Y-A-N-G.

Linda Thank you. What class would you like to fly?
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Kevin Economy, please.

Linda OK, all your seats are reserved now.

Kevin Great. How much is the fare?

Linda 19,300NT including the fare, fuel surcharges, and airport tax.

Kevin Do I need to pay immediately?

Linda  Not yet. The ticket has to be issued three weeks before the journey, so I will e-mail 
you the itinerary and confirm with you before October 24. You can pay the fare 
then.

Kevin Great. My e-mail is kevinyang@yahoo.com

Linda OK, and your phone number, please.

Kevin My mobile phone is 0953 717 899. 

Linda  Great. Check the schedule and other data on the itinerary when you get my e-mail, 
and call me if there is any problem.

Kevin Yes, I will. Thank you very much.

Linda You are quite welcome. Goodbye.

Exercise 

Pair work

Work in pairs. One student plays the transportation ticket agent and the other plays the 

customer. The agent will help the customer book round-trip airplane tickets for a vacation 

to Singapore for a family, including two adults and two children under 12. First discuss the 

preferred travel time, duration, booking class, and any special requests for meals and seats. 

Also find out if the customer needs to reserve a hotel and any other services for the family, 

such as day trips, a tour guide or special activities. 

List the questions to be asked:

1. When do you want to travel?

2. Which city do you want to fly to?

3. When do you want to return?

4.

5.
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Now begin your conversation:

Agent Hello, this is Free Way agency. My name is _____. How may I help you?

Customer Yes. I’d like to book a round-trip ticket to Singapore from Taipei.

Agent Sure. When do you want to travel?

Customer

Agent

Customer

 Case study

Scenario

Imagine you are a secretary. You are arranging a five-day business trip for your boss, the sales 
manager of your company, to attend a trade fair in the US.

Exercise 

Group work

Form a group of four students and assign the roles A, B, C and D. Choose a city in the US as 
the location of the trade fair.

1. Seeking information

 Student A: Look for the ticket fares, types, schedules and airlines.

 Student B: Look for accommodations in the chosen city.

 Student C: Look for information about how to apply for a US visa.

 Student D: Look for possible attractions for a one- or two-day trip for your boss.

2. Making an inquiry

  Students A and B work as the executive assistant: Write an email inquiry to the agent 

at Pan-Asia Travel. Specify the date of departure, type of ticket, length of stay, ideal 

accommodations, and day trips you are interested in.

  Students C and D work as the agent at Pan-Asia Travel: Reply to the email with appropriate 

answers to the questions.

3. Group presentation

  Present your preliminary travel plan for your boss to the class, while the other students act 

as the sales manager and other staff members of the company. The class will ask questions 

about the arrangements for the trip.
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